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vs.Formic acid and the supernatant of HeLa cell
lysates exhibit similar activity on growth of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms. Formic acid (FA)
has been found to inhibit the growth of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. However, it remains
unclear whether this is due to the contact of
bacteria with FA or FA itself. We established a
bacterial growth model with static culture systems
(microtiter plates), in which CFU were counted after
treatment with FA or the supernatant of HeLa cell
lysates (Lo). The treatment with FA resulted in a
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constant reduction in CFU in the samples
throughout the experiment. In contrast, in the
control experiments (in medium without FA and in
culture systems with Lo only), there was a
significant increase in CFU. When the Lo was
diluted with the same volume of water used for
diluting the FA, a similar inhibition was observed in
the presence of diluted Lo. These results strongly
suggest that FA inhibits bacterial growth in the
absence of contact of bacteria with FA and that the
inhibitory activity is shared by Lo. This may be due
to a cell-free toxic substance contained in Lo.Q: Best
way to cut a string in PHP I have many string like
this: $string ="123-456-8765-4321"; I would like to
get the prefix. The result should be: $pre = "123";
$str = "456-8765-4321"; I try this : $a = explode("-",
$string); $l = count($a); $result = str_replace($a[0],
"", $string); $m = strlen($result); $t =
array_slice($a, 1, $l-1); $b = implode("", $t); But
str_replace not work correctly and I find this very
complicated and inefficient. Any idea? A: If you just
want the part before the dash, that could be done
like this: $pre =
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